THE UMM:

EL-JIMAL PROJECT, 1981-1992
by
Bert de Vries

1. DESCRIPTION OF FIELD SEASONS

Serour. From this work a very interesting

A� The

eth century emerges.

oral history of Umrn el-Jimal in the twenti

1981 Field Season: Goals and

Epigraphic. Throughout the season Vin

Procedures

cent Clark and Paul McDermott followed
This was the fourth season of the Umrn el

up on reports of new inscriptional materi

Jimal Project. In the previous seasons we

als, and several Nabataean and numerous

accomplished the following:

the mapping

Greek funerary inscriptions were recovered.

of the town (1972-3); preliminary sound
ings (1974); the excavation of the Barracks

Perimeter. The work of Vincent Clark
and Scott Rolston in a 5 to 15 km sweep

(1977), the Praetorium (1977), the town .

around the town resulted in the recording of

wall and Southeast Gate (1977), House

the following phenomena:

xvrn (1977); excavation of the so-called

In addition to the main Roman road

Nabataean Temple (1977); partial excava

passing west of Umrn el-Jimal, there is a

tion of House XIV (1977).

Roman road leading from the North East
Gate in the direction of $ab�a and Umm el
Qutt;ein. A milestone, possibly erected to

1. Excavation
Teams dug forty soundings in the vari
ous structures listed be�o�_ (Fig.

commemorate a rebuilding in the reign of
Diocletian (Parker 1986: 256-258), located

1). These

soundings were positioned: with two
· objec

one mile east of the town was removed and

tives in mind: 1) studying various types of

stored in the excavation tool room at Umm

structures

and

el-Jimal to save it from ongoing agricultural

churches,

water

installations
channels)

(i.e.

houses,

dumps,

town

expansion.

gates and walls), and 2) dating buildings in

Both east and west of the town there are

order to sort out the various periods of in

numerous garden plots, dams and reservoirs

habitation.

indicative of extensive Roman agricultural

Because

extensive

Byzantine

and Umayyad remains were found in 1977,

activity. The entire perimeter region around

our particular goal in the 1981 season was

the town is dotted with dozens of tombs and

the discovery of the Early and Late Roman

mausolea.

cities.

turbed, others may still be intact.

Excavation included further work on the
Praetorium, the East Gate, the so-called

While some have been dis

3. Consolidation

"Nabataean Temple" and House XIV; new

Clearing and cement force-filling of the

work on the Northeast Church, the Numeri

walls of House xvm was begun. This

anos Church, the newly·· identified Roman

work was continued for three weeks in Jan

Castellum and various water channels, and

uary 1983, with funding from the Depart

the Via Nova at Qa�r el-Ba'ij.

ment of Antiquities and under the foreman
ship of Mifleh al-Gharaibeh (Fig. 2).

2. Surveys
Ethnographic. Throughout the season,

B. The

supervisor Robin Brown (very ably assisted

1984 Field Season: Goals and

Procedures

by representative Hafzi Haddad) conducted
taped

interviews with Sheikh Khail al-

The work of previous seasons gave a
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Fig. 2.

m fort located northeast of the main reser
voir was already clear from excavation of
the barracks block excavated, in the north
west quadrant. The fort was founded in the
late Roman period (ca. AD 300), used for
military purposes in the fourth century, then
converted to domestic use in the Early Byz
antine period when the Barracks were built
to accommodate the much smaller military
presence. .In the Late Byzantine period
(sixth century) a church and, extensive do
mestic 'complex was built in the southeast
quadrant in which much of the fort masonry
was reused. The robbed out northern half of
the fort lay in' ruins during this period. In
1 984 the purpose of excavation was further
refinement of this story and better delinea
tion of the architecture. To achieve this end
Jennifer Groot continued work on the West
Gate and excavated a set of barracks rooms
immediately adjacent to the Late Byzantine
complex in the ,southwest quadrant (Area
J). Anne Haeckl continued work on the
northeast corner tower �d opened up
soundings in rooms thought to be part of
the Principia complex; later she opened a
sounding on the east wall to investigate ma
sonry, discovered by the architect (Area F).
Meanwhile architect Bill De Kraker spent
much of the season refining the plan of the
Fort (Fig. 4).

Gate of House XVIII; sketched from
the 'courtyard by Randa A. Sayegh.

fairly good cross-section of the extant build
it�gs and a much better. understanding of the
history of the town. Hence the goals of the
1 984 season were the completion of excava
tion already begun inside the town and in
vestigation of the surrounding area with ex
cavation as well as further survey. The
work was to include: completion of the Nu
merianos Church and long hoped for e{.(c.a
vation of the Julianos Church; extensive' ex
cavation of the Roman Fort (castellum)
with one supervisor working in the Princip
ia area and another excavating a barracks
block; excavation of various tombs and ce
meteries around the town; study and exca
vation of the agricultural system; and con
tinuation 'of the regional survey. The project
was therefore split, with half the work in
side the town and half in the region around
it (Fig. 3).

2. The Churches
The Numerianos Church: The 1 98 1 exca
vation had concentrated on the narthex,
nave and side aisle; a probe in the apse had
not been completed. This season excavation
of Area E was continued in the apse and in
a new probe in the chancel area. '
The North half of the Double Church: Be
cause of unavailability of the crane for the
Julianos Church, Robert Schick's team
opened up probes in this church, famous for
its pre-Islamic Arabic inscription. This ex
cavation was Area X. The probes consisted
of an L-shaped section across the apse,

1 . The Fort (Castellum)
In 198 1 the chronology of the 100 x 100
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chancel area, nave and side aisle
The Julianos Church:

ground of superb basalt masonry had long

.

been

After a department

known

These

.

tombs,

with

doors

crane becam� available, removal of col

opening onto central chambers from which

lapse debris from the apse and nave of this

multi-tiered burial vaults radiate on three

church took place' during the last eight days

sides and with various ceilings (corbels.

of the season. This project yielded severru

arches, vaults), are equivalent in quality to

inscriptions, including some Greek tomb

those at Umm Qeis. In addition, numerous

stones (one with the interesting name ABD

tomb stones simply inscribed with the name

al-GO ....) and a Nabataean one badly inter

of the deceased person and herlhis age

rupted by the incising of an altar screen

(written in Greek but Arabic in culture)

base across the middle of the stone. A very

have been known from their reuse as cor

interesting piece is a small square pillar

bels and stairway treads in the Byz�tine

altar that Michel Piccirillo thinks is a thumi

town. Hence, supervisor Bruce Dahlberg

asterion

(an incen�e burner) which found

and osteologist Stephanie Damadio were

its way into the church after first having

assigned. a team to find an undisturbed

seen use in

tomb in an obvious cemetery east of the

a

pagan temple (Fig.

5). There

was no time to begin the actual excavation

town (Area O)� while Laurette De Veaux
probed possible tomb locations around the

of the church.

West Church. As it turned out, tombs were
discovered elsewhere by accident rather
than by design.
4. The Area T Wadi System
Under the direction of Ghazi Bisheh, the
wadi system east of Umm el Jimal was ex
-

tensively surveyed and its two main res�r
voirs were excavated. This wadi is at the
center of a gently sloping valley in which
numerous terrace walls, dams and channels

top view
.93

indicate intense agricultural activity

.

The

ground survey was supplemented by the use
of aerial photographs to achiev� the de
tailed mapping of the area. Fortunately, this
entire system, although reused for some run
off farming, was not yet disturbed by the
extensive irrigation farming based on the

JULIANOS CHURCH
"THUM fASTERION"
UJ.84
BdV

drilled deep wells around the north side of
the town. Because of the rapid development
of the area, including extensive level�ng by
bulldozers, such a study has become very

Fig.

5.

Thumiasterio.n

found

in

difficult since

Julianos

Church. Drawn by Bert de Vries.

1990.

5. The 'Area R Probes

3. The Tombs

During the previous seasons of excava

Investigation of the cemeteries of Umm

tion a great puzzle emerged. Umm el-Jimal

el-Jimal was a major effort of the season.

had a reputation as a Nabataean

The existence of monumental tombs below

man town. However, while major stru�tures
- 437-
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House 1 1 9, a simple domestic structure
with two well preserved stables �ith inter
esting rows of mangers (Fig. 6). This house
is located at the entry to Umm el-Jimal
(Fig. 1 ) and is an ideal candidate for con
version into a museum/rest house.
House 49, which includes the so-called
Nabataean Temple, the object of clearing
by the Department of Antiquities, was also
carefully measured and drawn. It i s impor
tant not only because it incorporated an ear
lier public building into this domestic envi
ronment, but also because it contains an L
shaped stable arrangement with a plan that
provided the standard structural core for
several other Byzantine houses on the site
(Fig. 7). The larger room wa� used to house
untethered animals; it has a cubicle-like
bathroom stall built into its northeast cor
ner. -The other room is long and nacro!\,
with a row of mangers running down the
side connecting it to the first room. Here"
animals could be tethered one per stall. The
doors of th e rooms opened onto a central
courtyard, where exterior stairs give access
to upper rooms where animal fodder was
stored and the human residents slept.
House 35, located in the same quarter,
was studied to compare the building meth
ods of the fifth/sixth century Byzantine in
habitants to those of their Druze successors
ca. 1 925. The great room of this house is
preserved to ceiling level (Fig. 8). Its cor
beled roof was supported on a wonderfully
finished central arch that allowed the ceil
ing to soar over five meters above the floor.
A second room had an intact ceiling sup
ported on the walls and an arch built by the
Druze. This arch was relatively low slung,
and constructed of variously sized reused
building blocks, aligned on the entry-side
of the room (Fig. 9). Although the makeup
of this arch and the associated corbel-beam
'
roofing system was much more irregular
than its Byzantine predecessor, it is clear
that the Druze of the twentieth century had
adopted the Roman-Byzantine building sys-

existed in the Late ·Roman to Umayyad pe
riods, not one Early Roman wall was fo�nd.
One began to wonder if the early town was
merely a myth of modern fabrication.
In order to go from the town to the wadi
system, excavated by Ghazi Bisheh, one.
had to cross two to three hundred meters of
moonscape rubble of undressed, lichen cov
ered basalt that made walking nearly im
possible. Scattered throughout tJ:ris three
hundred by three hundred meter wilderness
were a half dozen small black mounds that
were extremely rich in surface pottery . We
assigned Laurette De Veaux and her team
to do a systematic surface sherding of these
hills.
With only three weeks of the season left
it was no.t possible to do detailed excava
tion there.' The strategy adopted was to
open four or five small probes, Area.R, dis
'
tributed throughout the ''black hills" to test
the distribution of surface sherds and enable
planning for a major effort in the coming
season (Fig. 3).
c. The 1992 Field Season:

Goals and

Procedures

The season's goals included precise
mapping, architectural drawing of selected
'
, buildings, extensive ,photography on the
ground and low level aerial photography
. with cameras suspended from a balloon.
The purposes of these recording activities
were to provide illustrations and photos for
excavation publication currently under
p�epar�tion and to provide detailed plans
and maps for maj or excavation seasons to
take place in 1 993 and 1 994.
The surveyors made precise control
measurements on the Late Roman fort us
ing an electronic distance meter. They also
laid out a triangulation grid for mapping
controls in the Early Roman-Late Roman
village discovered in 1984.
The team of architects did detailed study
of four building complexes. These included
-438 -
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Fig. 8."

Sketch of great room in House 35. Drawn by Tania Hobbs.
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Fig. 10.

View of atrium as cleared with columns temporarily erected by the Department of Antiquities
reconstruction done in 1992. Sketch.,.b¥ Tania Hobbs.

tem with great expertise. Thanks to them,
many houses at Umm el-Jimal have been
preserved remarkably in their ancient style.
The highest wall of the Praetorium with
the bit of remaining gable roo f at the south
west corner of the atrium has long been in
extremely precarious condition. While the
Department of Antiquities cleared previous
ly excavated rooms (Fig. 1 0), the project
team systematically numbered all the stones
in the walls that are threatened by collapse.
All threatened walls were then drawn and
photographed. As soon as a crane and other
equipment become available, the affected

masonry can be dismantled and reconstruct
ed under the supervision of a restoration ar
chitect by master stone masons.
A highlight of the season was the aerial
photography done by balloon. Two special
ists, Dr. Wilson and Mrs. Ellie Myers were
brought with their equipment from 'Greece
in a joint effort in which three other pro
jects participated. The Myers do low alti
tude aerial photography by suspending
cameras from a balloon, with the shutter
trigger and film advance operated by re
mote radio control.
In the site of the earlier village, photo- 441 -
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Fig. 11.

Jimal were photographed in five sections
from a height of three hundred meters.
Then a Hasselblad camera with a wide" an
gle lens was raised to 600 and 700 m to
take the whole site in a single"photograph.
This balloon photography is a fIrst for
Jordan. It is expected that this method of re
mote sensing will add significant data to
both that gathered on the ground and that
available from overflights by aeroplanes
and satellites.
Both the clearing by the Department of
Antiquities and the close examination of
specific buildings resulted in the discovery
of a number of inscr. iptions and decorative
stones. Recording these was a major com
ponent of the season. Over fifty inscriptions
and "five decorative fragments were drawn "
and photographed. Several inscriptions al
ready published by E. Littmannt including
the important historical memorial of a sol
dier in the Third Cyrenaica (Fig. 11; Litt-"
mann 1913a: 1 77, inscr. 349) were reoo:
drawn. Most of these inscriptions were
tombstones in Greek using the formula: X
(son or daughter) of Y of the age Z. Two
" were Nabataean.
All the buildings studied 'were photo
graphed in detail, and illustrative sketches
were made to supplement precise plans and
elevations.

Tombstone from House 97. "Masikh,
also called Suma, [son of] Rawah,
all [his] years [were] 40." Drawn by
Randa Sayegh.

grap�s were taken from heights of 100 and
225 meters. From .these heights the photo
graphs show every stone of this badly de
stroyed area. Because the surveyor's trian
gulation grid can be located on the
photographs, it will be possible to produce
scale maps" of distinguishable features, such
as exposed wall lines, in preparation for the
coming excavation. The Late Roman Cas
tellum was photographed at 300 m in orde�
to �ave the entire structure appear in a sin
gle photo from which a scale plan may be
produced using the ground control measure
ments (PI. I).
The tall buildings of Byzantine Umm el-

II. STRATIGRAPHIC RESULTS

A. Stratum VII, Early Roman (63 BC
AD 135)

-

1. Inside the Town
An extensive ash deposit was located un
der the foundations (Late Roman) of the
East Gate. This ash contained much Early
Roman pottery, unm ixed with earlier or
later pottery. In the north, dumping of pos
sible kiln deanout was begun at area K.
The extensive ash deposits do nevertheless
indicate some major activity.

- 442 -
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both ends to resume its pre-Roman path.
This structure is indicative of the simple but
extensive efforts to develop the agricultural
water supply and the drinking needs of the
small village that was discovered alongside
this wadi.
The eastern reservoir is a more tradition
al rectangular structure built on the northern
slope of the wadi. Its inlet channel had a
concrete-hard, thick sediment floor pro
duced by centuries of use. Both reservoirs
were built in the Early Roman period and
continued in use for centuries to the end of
the Late Byzantine period.

2. Via Nova Traiana
In connection with the regional survey t
Vincent Clark excavated a section across
the Via Nova just. east of where it crosses
the road northwest of Qa�r el-Ba'ij. No arti
facts were found in the soil around or under
the surviving cobble underlayment.
'3. Area

T Tomb
While investigating'the agricultural in
stallations alongside the wadi east of the
,
, town, Ghazi Bisheh probed one of a num
ber of stone circles laid on apparently fer
tile ground� Instead' of a tree plantation he
found a deeply dugt very well constructed,
simple cist tomb,' with one of its capstones
erect. Puzzle of puzzles: the tomb was
completely empty except for the clean silt
that had filled it through the open capstone.
Construction is dated to the Early Roman
period from potsherds in the backfill.
'Whether it was ever used, or why it was
,robbed so cleanly cannot be known.

5. The Early RomaniLate Roman Village
The result of the Area R pottery survey
was as follows: The sherds were from 80 to
99% Roman, with Early Byzantine sherds
typically less than 5% and Late Byzantine
sherds from 0 to 1 %. What's more, well
over half of the Roman sherds were Early
Roman rather than Late' Roman. Mean
while, it became apparent that the moon
scape rubble had walls crisscrossing
through it.
The five probes done during the last two
weeks of the season exposed three domestic
structures and a roadway or street surfaces
(Fig. 3). The dates of structures and occupa
tion layers indicate construction; and use
during the Early and Late Roman periods,
with destruction in the late third century.
The relatively simple quality of the archi
tecture and the small overall size of the set
tlement is indicative of a rural village. This
village is to be associated with the Area T
reservoirs� 'agricultural terraces and peme
teries in the immediate vicinity.
Meanwhile, geologist Frank Koucky was
tracing roads in the region of Umm el
Jimal. Every time he came close to the cByz_
antine town he would lose the traces of
roads that could be followed clearly farther
out. However, once the notion of the sec
ond, older settlement sunk in� the road pat-

4. Area T Reservoirs
The excavation focused on two huge res
ervoirs (each ca. 40 x 20 m) several hun
died meters apart along the wadi (Fig. 3),
The one farthest west was constructed by
laying a massive elay oval dike right on the
bed' of the wadi. The interior was then lined
with basalt masonry which leans against the
inside of the clay bank. The masonry pro
vided . the strength while the clay provided
the waterproofing and the bullwork against
the wadi's stream which was diverted
around the north of the reservoir. By build..
ing right in the wadi bed it was possible to
create a very deep pool: the height of the
still intact retainer wall at the low end is an
astounding five meters. The reservoir was
fed from a take off 'channel that parallels
the wadi for some distance and spilled its
water over the top of the reservoir walL
Water was drawn by hand via sloping
ramps on the north walL Today the wadi
had punched through the reservoir walls at
- 443-
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terns began to make sense.

circles like the Area T Tomb. Both tombs

They radiated

contained single articulated skeletons. Ex

out from the earlier, not the later site. In ad

dition Frank found the traces of a major

cept for sandals worn by the male in the

perhaps a fort or possibly a caravanserai.

skeleton. These tombs were dated to the

tomb W.2, no artifact accompanied either

structure just north of the older settlement,

Late Roman period on the basis of pottery

These results were most gratifying. It ap

found in the backfill. By 1990 surface evi

pears clear that the Early Roman site of

dence of this cemetery had been erased by

Umm el-Jimal has been found and it is next

the repeated plowing of the area, which has

to, rather than under, the Byzantine town.

B.

become a component in the prosperous pro
duce agriculture of modem Umm el-Jimal.

Stratum VI, Late Roman (AD 135 324)

4. Area 0
Tomb 0.6 was an already open cist tomb

. While in prevIous seasons only the town

built into the bedrock of the area first inves

wall probes showed Late Roman founda

tigated by Bruce DaHlberg. Its deep shaft

tions, much new evidence came to light, to

below the capstones contained much soil in

the point that major features of the Late Ro

which the intermixed remains of numerous

man settle,ments can now be described.

skeletons were found.

Based on the arti

facts in the soil contents the construction

1. The Praetorium

and first use is Late Roman; the robbery

Dating of foundational pottery points to

and reuse is twentieth century.

a construction of the building in this period.

However, the early use of the structure has

5. Area V Mausoleum

been obsGured by major rebuilding of floors

In a field northeast of the town, bulldoz

in the Byzantine and 'Umayyad periods. In

ing to level the soil for orchard use had

addition to the stratigraphic work, Jennifer

knocked the roof off a structure and filled

Groot did a detailed survey of the plaster

the underground cavity thus 'exposed with

fragments remaining on the walls of the

masonry and surface soil. Its excavation by

building.

Bruce Dahlberg's team was a season-long
task that revealed a monumental tomb with

2. The Early RomanlLate Roman Village

intact stone door and two tiers of four burial

While the village appears to have been

vaults (eight total) across a small chamber.

founded late in the Early Roman period, it

The vaults were filled with ,soil and a few

enjoyed buildup in the second century AD,

bones and artifacts. The presence of glass

and continued without interruption in occu

pation until late in the third century (PI. II,

and pottery inside the chamber and in the

1).

passage outside the door indicates an exten

sive robbing� dated to some time in the Ot

3. Cist Burials

toman period, based on pottery in the soil

One morning at 4:30 am' on our arrival

fill. An interesting feature of the tomb is its

from Mafraq, we discovered a shaft tomb

ossuary, constructed on the, side of the tomb

tine but uncompleted probe.

Laurette De

the eaSt side wall of the chamber. The ossu

vation and do one more. These were part of

from top to bottom with the bones of nu

wliich had been dug overnight in a clandes

and connected to it by a small opening in

Veaux was assigned to complete that exca

ary was a small (1.5

an extensive cemetery southeast of the town

m) oval chamber filled

merous disarticulated skeletons. This ossu

with graves marked by simple rectangles or

ary represents the practice of discarding the

-444 -
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our crane from a local landowner's court
yard. However, many truckloads of monu
mental masonry have been spoiled.

skeletal - remains when the tomb was
cleaned out for reuse in antiquity.
The artifacts in the disturbed debris indi
cate that the tomb was constructed in the
Late- Roman period and used from three to
four centuries in'the Early Byzantine and
Late Byzantine periods. Although it was
well constructed, the siie and quality was
inferior to the numerous robbed out tombs
already seen by H. C. Butler in 1905.1ts ex
cavation, however, serves as an ideal occa
sion for an architectural study of this type
of tomb (Fig. 12).

7. The Roman Fort (Castellum)

Constructed on the east side of the town,
this structure, with 1.90 m walls from 95 to
112 m in length (Fig. 4), had east, south and
west gates with -offset towers as well as four
offset comer towers. It is located in the
very badly ruined area between the large
reservoir and the east side of the town. Be
cause of its badly ruined condition it had
not been identified in the' course of both
Butler's 1905 and de Vries' 1972 surveys.
While in 1981 excavation was begun in the
barracks _!poms, the east and west gates and
the northeast comer tower, major strati
graphic conclusions followed the 1984 sea
son.

6. Empty Mausolea

Many of the known mausolea are cur
rently being robbed of their very fine ma
sonry. The five farnoll's Nabataean inscrip
tions published by H. C. Butler with the so
called N abataean Tomb were rescued by
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found with a broad staircase leading up to it
(PI. II, 2). The architects have discovered
similar installations on the north and west
walls of the Fort. Perhaps these staircase
platforms provided instant access to the
ramparts for soldiers living in barrack
blocks close to them; or perhaps these plat
forms served as bases for defensive ballis
tas. A rather elaborate Late Byzantine do
mestic structure that took advantage of the
staircase (as a piece of house furniture) de
layed complete excavation of the staircase
platform. These staircase-platforms are un
usual in Castellum design.

The West Gate.

The West Gate and its
south flanking tower were clearly built in
the Late Roman period. However, most of
the masonry, including the massive door
step is the product of a Late Byzantine re
modeling.
The Barracks. The rooms investigated
were a suite on the west side of a spine wall
and opening up onto a secondary north
south street. Although both the street and
the walls were built in the Late Roman peri
ad, Byzantine reuse was so intense that
these founding levels were difficult to
reach.
The Principia. The open flat area with
adjoining rooms in the north center of the
fort was thought to be the Principia. A se
ries of probes were opened up from this
area north across rooms on both sides of an
east-west street and up against the north
"
wall of the fort. It was found that the room
most likely to be the aedes opened onto the
east -west street rather than onto the Princip
ia. It, along with the room built against the
north wall of the fort, was interpreted to be
a store room. Then, a probe laid out on the
apparently vacant south side of the large
Principia wall met with success: Under a
Late Byzantine robbing platform was a
finely finished room, complete with excel
lent plaster wall facing and an excellent
concrete floor into which was built a base
for the military standards of the fort right on the line of the north-south axis.
The aedes was found� but only in the last
days of the excavation.
The Northeast Comer Tower. The work
begun in 198 1 was completed in 1 984. The
tower was found to be 4 x 6 m, with a door
way from the fort at ground level on the six
meter side. There is no evidence of a stair
case to provide access to the ramparts either
inside (as ,�t el-Lejjun) or outside (as at
Khirbet es-Samra) the tower.
The Staircase-platJonn. Roughly half
way between the Northeast Comer Tower
and the East Gate, a massive platform was

8. The East Town Gate

Located in the southern part of the east
town wall, this gate was founded on the
Early Roman ash layers.
Various installations indicate a support
system for a major population buildup dur
ing this period. The way in which builders
contorted the Fort into the available space
may indicate that the large open reservoir
had already been built when the Fort was
laid out. Both major aqueducts, running for
many kilometers from the northeast toward
the town, were built to substantiate this
buildup. The Area K pottery kiln dump was
added to extensively, indicative of industri
al and commercial activity.
c. Stratum V, Early Byzantine (AD 324 ..
491)

Work in the 1977 season determined the
building date of the Barracks as AD 4 1 2/3.
To that, the following information can now
be added.
The building of the Barracks indicates a
military restructuring that involves the ruin
of the Fort and its remodeling for civilian
use, perhaps as a market. The "Nabataean
TempleH is actually a building of unknown
use constructed in the fourth century (PI.
III, 1). House number 92 and its adjacent
cistern may also have been built in this pe- 446 -
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riod. More certain dating calls for further

extensively reused. A church and adjacent

excavation of this domestic complex (farm

domestic complex were constructed along

house). Earlier structures like the Praetori

the east wall south of the Northeast Gate,

um continued to be used throughout this pe

and the barracks between those buildings

riod.

and the great reservoir were intensively

Occupation debris in the Area 1.2 street

used for domestic purposes. A street led

between the barracks west of the principia

from the rest of the town through the west

in the Roman castellum indicate that the

gate to the church and to the open country

Fort was being used for domestic and com

through the Northeast Gate. The northern

mercial rather than military purposes.

half of the fort, especially the principia

Tombs, like the Area V Mausoleum,

area, was extensively quarried for these

originally associated with the now ruined

construction purposes.

village, continued to be used for burials.

West Gate.

Street surfaces were fre

The Early Byzantine period witnesses a

quently reapplied through the gate. All this

shift from the Late Roman military and pos

and a number of street surfaces in and out

sibly commercial function of the site, to a

side the gate represent the use of the east

greater emphasis on local domestic activi

west street of the Fort to provide access to

ties. This shift involves a reduction of mili

the East Church and the rebuilt Northeast

tary presence and- adaptation of less defen

Gate adjoining that church.

sible structures.

The barracks in the south half of the fort
were extensively reused in the Late Byzan

D .. Stratum IV, Late Byzantine (AD 491636)

tine period. It took the entire season to ex
cavate through the heavy collapse and the
Late Byzantine occupation below it. The
presence of a number of contemporary

The trend toward domestic architecture
geared for an agricultural economy contin

(Late Byzantine) tabuns in the outer room

ued. The 150 private housing complexes

indicates that it was used as a commercial

now still standing were either built or ex

cooking establishment, perhaps a bakery for

tensively remodeled in this period. In addi

the large domestic complex adjacent to the

tion, the 15 churches of the town were con

room. The inner barracks room was used as

structed at various times, with the Barracks

an ash depository for the taboon cleanout.

chapel accompanying the Late Byzantine

Pottery. The complex stratigraphic de

construction of the two towers within the

posits from the Late Byzantine period in

Barracks. Area T reservoirs and tombs like

both the Area 1 barracks and the Area F

the Area V Mausoleum continued in use

staircase-platform have yielded a much bet

during the Late Byzantine period.

ter corpus of Late Byzantine pottery than

The Early Byzantine "Nabataean Tem

the excavations of Late Byzantine struc

ple" was incorporated into a typical domes

tures (like House XVIII) in previous sea

tic complex and used as one of its rooms.

sons.

The North East Church, built in the late

2. The Numerianos Church

fifth century, suffered two earthquake col
lapses in the sixth. After the second mid

This ecclesiastical complex was built up

century reconstruction the apse was aban

in three successive stages, all in the Late

doned, while the nave continued in use.

Byzantine period. First came the church it
self, then the enjoining cloister, and finally

1. The Area of the Fort

a flagstone court to the west of both struc

The area of the Roman castellum was

tures. The church itself was remodeled in
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the successive construction phases.
The synthronon was founded directly.on
a fine mosaic floor (PI. III, 2). This floor
was replaced everywhere else by a well
constructed plaster floor, perhaps because
the mosaics had deterior�ted too greatly to
be repaired (or perhaps to suit a more aus
tere and simple decorative taste), The sec
tion through the series of underlayments of
the mosaic provided an unusually fine study
of mosaic floor construction methods.
In addition to very fine "stratified floor
ing, a probe in the southeast corner room (a
presbuterion or marterion) produced an un
usual architectural fragment, a substantial
stone with two circular cups (ca. 15 em di
ameter x 10 cm deep), that may have some
thing to do with the storing of relics.

turgical use. The continued abandonment of
the apse may be the result of a squaring off
of the sanctuary in parallel to the three-"
churches excavated at Khirbet es-Samra.
2. The Numerianos Church
The Numerianos Church was also still in
use. Whether the blocking of the apse and
southwest door means a conversion into a
mosque is uncertain. There exist neither ar
tifactual nor architectural evidence of Is
lamic religious use.
Unlike in the nave area, the collapse de
bris in the apse contained Umayyad pottery.
Under that it was foun� that the synthronon
(deacon's bench) was added in a possibly
Umayyad remodeling of the church (PI. TIl,
2). If this is true then the ohurch was used
as a church in the first part of the Umayyad
period. However, its function as church dis
continued later in the Umayyad period
when the blocking wall separated the apse
from the nave completely. In the chancel
area these Umayyad phases may be repre
sented by a repair of the plaster floor that
was necessitated by the removal of the
chancel screen foundation stones.

E. Stratum III, Umayyad (AD 636 -750)

The transition from the Late Byzantine
period showed some collapse, but mostly
continued use of the buildings of the town.
The later Umayyad decades involved exten
sive remodeling and continued use of many
structures. Umin el-Jimal has to be pictured
as a thriving community at the time that the
desert castles were being built.
For instance, the abandoned "Nabataean
Temple" and the partially collapsed Bar
racks eajoyed squatter use. The Praetorium
was extensively refloored and replastered
and may have been as lavish in decor as the
desert castles (the same reflooring took
place in House xvrn excavated in 1 977).
The East Gate was rebuilt with a much
flimsier door construction, in keeping with
the strictly localized security needs of the
period.

3. The North Half of the Double Church
The church proved to be constructed,
used and ruined entirely in the Late Byzan
tine period, with no evidence of Umayyad
use and reuse as in the North East and Nu
merianos Churches. The church had a series
of three well constructed plaster floors�the
last of which was well preserved and paint
ed red. The chancel screen wall stretched
straight across nave and side-aisles and
contained a reused possibly Safaitic (poorly
legible) inscription. The famous Arabic in
scription (Littmann 1 9 1 3b: 1-3, inscr. 1)
was rediscovered still in situ under some
collapse debris in the northwest comer of
the church.
Area T reservoirs and tombs like the

1 . The North East Church
The North East Church nave was re
floored and an altar screen (Fig. 1 3) was in
stalled, evidence of continued Christian li- 448 -
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Fig.

13.

Altar screen from Northeast Church. Drawn by Randa Sayegh.

Area V Mausoleum continued in use during

G. Stratum ll, Late OttomanlMandate
(AD 1900 1946)

the Late Byzantine period.
F.

-

Umm el-Jimal was reoccupied in two

Post Stratum III Gap (AD 750 -

ways during this period: 1) The Druze who .

1900)

moved into Jordan did extensive remodel
ing of still standing buildings beford mov

Umm el-limal was nearly totally aban

ing on to Azraq and Amman in the late

doned during this long period. Perhaps the
earthquake of

1930s; and

AD 747 destroyed the town.

Certainly the shift of political center from

tlement, including encampment by Turkish,

Syria to Iraq brought on by the Abbasid

British and French army units.

revolution caused the ij:auran area to lose
its

strategic

�ignificance.

2) various troop movements

took place during the post World War I set

. The entire superstructure of the "Naba

The survivors

taean Temple" including the two arc�es

moved to a less strenuous environment in

(Fig.

Syria and Palestine, or reverted to a primar

14) (except the facade around the

triple doorway) is Druze construction. Nu

ily nomadic mode of living. Even in the

merous domestic complexes'like House 35

Ayyubid-Mamluk period, when so much of

were extensively remodeled and reroofed.

Jordan was densely populated, there was

Rebuilt in this period were the' southwest

only evidence of sporadic occupation (per

comer of the North East Church, including

haps pilgrim stopovers) in th� "�raetorium"

the room-with the still intact roof, and the.

and in the so-called "Nabataean Temple."

aqueduct in the southeast area, just outside
-449 -
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Fig. 14.
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South arch in Druze reconstruction of the so called "Nabataean Temple." Drawn by Edwin

Orogo and Mohammad BaIlout.

.

the town wall. This aqueduct construction

going contact and working relations with

possibly coincided with the re-plastering of

the living inhabitants make this phase of the

the cisterns of Houses :xx and 132.

history of the site the most clearly docu
mented (though not necessarily most clear

H.

Stratum I, Modem
Present)

(AD 1946

The tribe of the current village of

ly understood).

-

m.

Umm

TOWARDS A HISTORY OF UMM
EL-JIMAL

el -Jimal made extensive use of the site be
fore the erection of the fence by the Depart..

Introduction: The Meaning of the Dis
covery of the Early Roman/Late Roman
Village

ment of Antiquities. The court area east of
the "Praeto.rium" was occupied by a family
which apparently repaired the water chan

Some time in the Early Roman period

nel into the Praetorium reservoir and built,
the concrete troughs on its edge. Also, the

the .first settlement .. was constructed, per

platform area east of the town wall and

haps by Nabataeans but more likely by lo

north of the East Gate was used

cal Arab settlers. Whether to call it town or

as an or",:

village is still

chard a generation ago , according to local

a

problem: the architecture is

less elaborate than in the Byzantine town,

tradition. The ethnographic survey and. on-

450
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years from the first century AD to the

but the place is extremely rich in high qual

eighth century, and again early in the twen

ity pottery, including much imported wares

such as terra sigillata. The new balloon

tieth century. In its first 700 years Umm el

limal had three quite distinct personae.

photographs reveal the intriguing possibili
ty that the

What follows is a revision of two earlier

settlement may have been

planned with a r�ctangular layout (PI.

publications (de Vries

N).

1 986 and 1 990.)

In the second to third · cen�uries it was a

Neverth�less the term "village" has been

adopted to distinguish the settlement from

rural village that received its impetus from

The settlement continued into the Late

perity from the incorporation of the region

late Nabataean sedentarization, but its pros

the later town.

Roman period. At this point, perhaps in the

into the Roman Empire after the peaceful

in the destruction of the village.

Jordan into the Provincia Arabia (the Ro

transformation of Nabataean heartland in

third century � a major disturbance resulted

(What it

was we do not know. The fact that the

man Province of Arabia).

tombs and tomb stones were being robbed

jan

may indicate the arri val of a new people).

(AD 106) to the end of the Severan Dy
(AD 235) the village appears to have

nasty

Meanwhile the growing presence of the

had an undisturbed and relatively prosper

Roman government had focussed on what
was to become the new town

rhus from Tra

ous rural life. We glean that from the hun

300 m west.

dreds of tombstone . inscriptions in Greek

second century. The Praetorh;lm and Castel

i n" the later, still standing . town. Thesft in

organization of the late third century. The

ized names of several-generations of villag

tive to settle there. What to use for building

Greek); "Masik, son of Zabudn (in Nabatae

The Commodus Gate was built in the late .
lum fbllowed in the wake of the military re

scriptions give us the Aral{io

new civilian arrivals found it more attrac

blocks?

The

village

was

and Nabataean, most of which were reused

and Hellen

ers: "Asad, (son ot) 'Akrab, ag�

a convenient

an) (Sartre

: source. The systematic quarrying and stone

30" (in

1 985: 1 94-200). All this came to

an end in the middle of the third century,

c�pping throughout the village over a long

when the village became a victim of the

mixtures of basalt stone chips and cooking

Mediterranean; a likely hypothesis is tha� it

Roman period all that was left of the village

Queen

period left the pottery strewn "Black Hills,"
fire ashes (PI.

wave of turmoil that ravaged the Roman

IV). By the end of the Late

was ruined during the civil war triggered by

was a useless rubble moonscape. Very: Jew

Zenobia

against Rome.

Byzantine people bothered coming tliere at

of

Palmyra' s

rebellion

.

The second Umm el-Jimal was a military

all. However, the memory of its people

station on the Limes Arabicus, the fourth to

lived on in the inscriptions on the tomb

fifth century fortified frontier defensive

stones, hauled over, uncut, to make corbels

"systemn created and constructed by the

antine houses. Even the Late Roman fort,

ready in the second century, the Roman im

and stairway steps in Late Roman and Byz

emperors Diocletian and Constantine. Al

so badly ruined at the time of the Late Byz

perial authorities had begun construction of

borrowed from elsewhere. Where else but

site of the later town. This is known from a

antine town, was built of reused masonry

a gate and a wall next to the village, on the

from the village?

dedicatory inscription (recorded by H. C.

B utler from the ruins of the "Commodus
Gate" ;

Littmann 1 9 1 3a: 13 1 - 1 32, inscr.
232) commemorating the construction of a

A Tentative Reconstruction of Events
Umm el-Jimal was occupied for

defensive wall during the co-regency of

700
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8), dated to the earlier Nabataean era by

Marcus Aurelius and his son Commodus.

no.

That was followed by the construction of

H. C. Butler, was constructed at this time.

9) and the

This little temple was soon engulfed in a

Praetorium. But after the destruction of the

domestic complex constructed by Chris

the great reservoir (Fig. 1, no.

village, Diocletian' s imperial reorganiza

tians (House no. 49), one of

tion caused the construction of a major for

plexes that were in use in the sixth century.

tification, the castellum (nos.

128 such com

The conversion to Christianity also brought

1 33-4) on the

east side of what later became the town.

churches; 15 were constructed in the late

Now Umm el-Jimal functioned as a stitch

fifth and

in the blanket of total defensive security in

building went through a major remodeling

sixth centuries.

The B arracks

which Diocletian bad attempted to swaddle

that included the construction of the south

his empire. One has to imagine the fourth

east corner tower, a symbol of the localized

through fifth century site with the Commo

defense prevalent during the period of the

9

Ghassanid phylarchy. Thus the town en

dus Gate, the Praetorium, Reservoir no.

and the fort in place, but without the Bar

joyed its moment of greatest prosperity at

racks, the now standing houses and the

the time that centralized imperial controls

churches.

were at their weakest.

This military security may have enabled

Undoubtedly, the fortunes of Umm el

or forced the civilian resettlement of the

Jimal were diminishing during the rather

site, to set the stage for Umm el-Jimal' s

catastrophic decades of the late sixth centu

third persona, that o f a prosperous rural

ry, when the east suffered the twin ravages

farming and trading town of the fifth to

of plague and Persian wars. Centralized

eighth centuries . The transformation from

controls returned in somewhat different

military station to civilian town was gradu

form after the Muslim conquest under the

al, and is typical of the general transforma

Umayyad caliphs ruling from Damascus

tion from imperial to late antique culture

(AD 66 1 -750). Occupation at the site ap

that took place in the East Mediterranean in

pears to have been uninterrupted to the end

the fourth century. This resulted from the

of the Umayyad period. The population

failure of Diocletian' s system of massive

continued to occupy at least the central
structures

defenses along the eastern frontier and the

(the

Praetorium

and

House

reaction to the debilitating economic op

XVm), and at least one church (no. 22)

pression such a system required. Ironically,

was remodeled in the Umayyad period. The

as imperial military security weakened and

Praetorium was extensively refloored and

of frontier

decorated with frescoed plaster, and ap

towns like Umm el-Jimal increased to reach

peared to be a prosperous equivalent of

a peak in the sixth century.

contemporary

decentralized,

the prosperity

desert castles

like

Qu�air

'Amra. However, Umayyad controls could

At Umm el-Jimal the Tetrarchic castel
lum appears to have lost its military func

not stem the tide of depopulation that had

tion in the early fifth century, and may have

begun in the previous century. When the

been converted into a market place, to

earthquake of AD 747 hit, neither manpow

j udge from the nature of the artifacts found

er nor economic energy remained for the

in the streets between its barracks. At the

sort of rebuilding that had been readily

same time the B arracks (Fig. 1 , no. 1) was

tackled in more prosperous times.

For more than 1100 years the town lay

constructed as a bivouac for the diminished
Early Byzantine garrison inside the now

virtually

constructed town walls. The last vestige of

Though buildings experienced the continu

1,

ous slow crumbling that non-maintenance

paganism, a small Roman temple (Fig.

- 452 -
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Whereas Jarash has monuments that awe
us with their majestic beauty, Umm el
Jimal has ordinary houses that give clues to
the habits of their residents. The architec
ture of these plain houses makes it clear
that the residents were chiefly farmers. In
most the bottom floors were barns and
stables; the enclosed courtyards doubled as
living rooms ' for humans and pens for ani
mals. Outside, the elaborate water collec
tion systems of both the second century vil
lage and the sixth century town, combined
with the terraced fields along the wadis, in
dicate extensive cultivation. Both the ruins
of the village and the standing buildings of
the town indicate enough economic surplus
from the export of animals and produce to
nearby cities to enable the construction of
the no-frills, but sturdy and comfortable
houses that are so characteristic of the en
tire region.
This income may have been bolstered by
caravaneering as well. Places like Umm el
Jimal and Umm el-Quttein are convenient
stopovers for goods in transit from Arabia
and the Gulf via Wadi es-Sirl)an and Azraq
to Bostra and Damascus. To explain the
very existence of these places as "Caravan
Cities''', however, is an exaggeration. The
backbone of local economy and sustenance
was the agriculture that flourished from the
twin benefits of superb water engineering
and excellent soil.
Who were these residents? It is tempting
to call them Nabataeans, because the site
has one of the largest numbers of N abatae
an inscriptions anywhere. However, indica
tions are that Nabataean was an adopted
culture. The villagers who wrote the Naba
taean used much more Greek, another sec
ond language, if poor grammar and spelling
are any indication; and practically none of
the typically Nabataean pottery was used.
The post-third century town people used no
N abataean at all. The best interpretation is
that the earlier village was settled by local
Arab tribes under Nabataeanizing influence

causes, as well as occasional earthquake
j olts, the durable basalt masonry and the
high quality construction enabled a remark
able state of preservation. Thus when the
Druze were expanding out of their moun
tain perch to the north, a number of them
found Umm el-Jimal an attractive place to
remodel. Before 1 935 a number of build
ings had their walls reconstructed, and cor
beled roofs newly laid on arches set in the
Roman style. When the Druze left to move
south to Azraq and Amman, they aban
doned a place that appears even more re
markably preserved than when travelers
and explorers like Howard Butler and Ger
trude Bell visited it earlier in this century.
The role that Umm el-Jimal played in
these historical developments is difficult to
determine, because its ancient name was
unknown. H. Butler and others have asso
ciated it with the Thantia of the Roman
Medieval map called the Peutinger Table
(Butler 1 9 1 3 : 1 5 1 ). This, however, is a ten
uous hypothesi s at best. Henry MacAdam
has recently suggested the name Surattha,
an unidentified place name of a north Ara
bian town from Ptolemy' s Geography, as a
possibility ( 1 986: 17). The meaning of the
modem name, too, is enigmatic. Some in
sist it means "Mother of Beautyn, but most
translate it as "Mother of Camels", Anyone
who has seen the herd of beautiful, thor
oughbred camels wintering among the
ruins, will agree that the two translations
are in fact compatible.
Without the help of literary sources, the
role of the settlement has to be understood
from the ruins themselves. Umm el-Jimal is
no Jarash. No emperor commissioned mon
umental buildings here. The place is plain,
without frills. But this has great signifi
cance. Whereas Jarash is monumental, a
symbol of the glory of Rome) Umm el
Jimal is ordinary, a symbol of the real life
of Rome' s subjects. Umm el-Jimal gives us
a glimpse o f local people, Arabs, Naba
taeans, Syrians, living ordinary lives.
453 -
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The following organizations are warmly
thanked for their grants and other financial
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tion ( 1 984, 1992), the Kyle-Kelso Archaeo
logical Foundation ( 1 98 1 , 1 984), National
Endowment for the Humanities ( 1 984),
Baker Book House ( 1984) and the Ambas
sador Foundation ( 1 992).
Senior staff over the three seasons in
cluded (in alphabetical order): John Bet
lyon, Ghazi Bisheh, Joanne Bloom, Robin
Brown, Vincent Clark, Robert Coughenour,
Bruce Dahlberg, William De Kraker, Laur
ette De Veaux, Sally de Vries , Bert de
Vries� Jennifer Groot, Anne Haeckl, Frank
Koucky, S. Thomas Parker, Paul McDer
mott, Robert Schick, Ricky Sherrod, Mi
chael Toplyn, and David Vis. We still
mourn the passing of Jennifer Groot and
miss both her great stratigraphic skills and
her warm friendship. These excellent team
members were supported by a total of 49
graduate and undergraduate students, 2 1 of
whom were enrolled in Calvin College' s
Field School and eight i n Ambassador Col
lege' s Field SchooL A total of 73 Umm el
Jimal village people were employed over
the three seasons.

from the nearby capital at Bostra. These vil
lagers probably spoke an Arabic or Arama
ic dialect, and super-imposed both Nabatae
an and Roman cultures. on their own desert
ways as they became sedentary. After the
destruction of the Nabataeanized village in
the third century, the builders of the new
town were other regional Arabs who adapt
ed and refined the earlier hydraulic and ar
chitectural technology, but had no interest
in the N abataean language and religion.
It is also a misnomer to call the people
of this later town Roman or Byzantine.
True, the pottery they used was mostly typi
cal of the Roman and Byzantine pottery of
the Mediterranean. But the architecture and
the way of life is indigenous, with only
some Greek and Roman influences, and the
names of people on the Greek inscriptions
are predominantly Arabic (Sartre 1985).
The answer to the question, therefore, is
that the people of Umm el-Jimal belonged
to local Arabic tribes who settled into rural
communities in the context of Nabataean,
Roman, Byzantine and Umayyad political
and cultural expansion and controL
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II

1.

Photo of doorstep of entry into the Late Roman domestic complex ; Area R. l . Photo by Da
vid Vis.

2.

Stairway F. l 1 : 004 to east castellum ramparts . The meter stick is on Byzantine reuse layer covering
bottom step. Photo by David Vis .
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1.

Facade of the so called "Nabataean Temple" after clearance by

t.lie-DeJlartment

-

PI. ill

of Antiquities in

1 992. Photo by Edwin Orogo.

2.

Numerianos Church

apse mosaic under

later synthronon. Photo by David Vis.
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B . de Vries - PL IV

B alloon photograph showing rubble-scape in southeast quadrant of the village. The rectangle on the right
is area T reservoir with soundings T.6 and .7 vis ible in the north side. The left half of the photo displays
the undisturbed surface rubble of the ruined village. Photo by Wilson and Ellie Meyers .
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